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Hawks flip switch on Celtics, try to send message to Cavs 

By Shaun Powell 

ATLANTA — The Hawks are bringing a dual purpose in their first-round series, with the first item on the 

list being fairly evident: Beat the Celtics, and after a rousing Game 5 win, the Hawks are now a step 

closer to putting a red checkmark to that. 

Then there's the second order: Do it convincingly enough to make anyone believe that they've got more 

than a prayer in the next round. 

That's where the Cavaliers await, and after watching the first 17 minutes of Tuesday's game, the Cavs 

weren't even thinking of the Hawks. They were thinking they'd get the Celtics instead. Atlanta was 

sloppy early, couldn't make open shots, fell behind by 10 and had no answers for a Boston team that 

wasn't exactly bringing McHale, Parish and Bird. 

Of course, then the flip switched, as it has throughout this crazy back-and-forth series, and the Hawks 

simply played their best basketball of the playoffs if not the entire season. For about 30 minutes, a 

stretch that was astonishing at times, the Hawks couldn't miss and made Isaiah Thomas disappear, 

which is hard to do even though he goes 5-9. It was the kind of basketball that would indeed make the 

Cavs notice, except there's another game in this series and who knows what's coming next from the 

Hawks? 

These are indeed strange days and nights for the Hawks, who won 60 games in 2014-15 only to struggle 

throughout last year's playoffs and ultimately get waxed four straight by the Cavs in the Eastern 

Conference finals. It was a historic year nonetheless, since the Hawks had never won as many games or 

traveled so deep into the post-season. 

They won a dozen fewer games in 2015-16 and regressed to the pack chasingLeBron James and 

Cleveland. They only sent one player to the All-Star Game as opposed to four last year, and Al 

Horford was an injury placement. If the Hawks were indeed an elite team previously -- and that notion 

seemed questionable at best -- the stumble was real. 

But at least they entered these playoffs healthy, and without the burden of being designated as the 

team most likely to beat the Cavs -- Toronto wears that noose right now -- which meant the Hawks could 

proceed without feeling they had something to prove. That would result in a quick dismissal of the 

young and thrilled-to-be-here Celtics, right? Not so fast. 

It has been anything but simple for the Hawks, who looked solid in the first two games, then got 

ambushed the next two in Boston, and must return back to that city with a 3-2 lead. At least there's the 

small chance that Thomas won't be able to terrorize them again. 

The Hawks trapped Thomas and essentially took the ball out of his hands and after scorching Atlanta for 

42 points in Game 3, he managed only seven. But that's not why Thomas is iffy for Game 6. He suffered 

a slight ankle twist with 10 1/2 minutes left. Given that the Hawks were up 29 at the time -- they would 

eventually win by 27 -- did Brad Stevens, the darling of the coaching profession, make a rare mistake? 

Stevens said he thought Boston could "get back into it," which either shows great confidence in the 

Celtics or perhaps a sense of doubt about the Hawks. 



 

 

 

"We've seen this team do crazy things," Stevens said. 

He meant the Celtics. But really, the Hawks are just as unpredictable, at least they have been in this 

series. 

They wasted a 46-point outing from Paul Millsap the game before and are getting mixed results at point 

guard from Jeff Teague and Dennis Schroder, and even Tuesday, Al Horford managed just two buckets. 

The good news is the Hawks don't really rely on one player; that's a trait that followed them from last 

season. When someone's chilly, someone else heats up, and that has driven Stevens and the Celtics 

nuts. 

Like, Mike Scott dropped 17 on Boston in Game 5, and last year in the playoffs he was buried on the 

bench. 

"We don't think they missed a shot for an hour," said Celtics forward Evan Turner. 

The Hawks made 10 straight shots in the second quarter which changed the game, and when those 

shots fell, "they steamrolled us," said Stevens. "We came out focused and ready, we just didn't sustain 

it." 

You could say the Celtics are playing with house money. Their 48-win season was a bit of a surprise, and 

their best player will only reach your navel, and fans in Boston will go home content no matter what 

happens in Thursday's elimination game. This is the first taste of big-boy basketball for much of the 

roster and GM Danny Ainge has salary cap room and extra draft picks this summer. Life's good and the 

future is rosy. 

For the Hawks, there's a bit more at stake. This team is fully of veterans and perhaps maxed out; this is 

their last real chance to make a stand. A failure to escape the first round would be somewhat of a 

letdown. Their fans might at least demand a rematch against the Cavs, just to get two home dates with 

LeBron if for no other reason. 

The Hawks are well coached, bring some of the best defense in basketball, are very unselfish and on the 

right night will hit their share of shots. They managed to do that for three quarters Tuesday and 

suddenly the Celtics are almost ready to call it a season. 

"Moving the ball, that's when we're at our best," said Kyle Korver. "I thought everyone's mindset was 

right." 

This might be enough to beat Boston, if not in six, then seven. Meanwhile the resurgent and confident 

Cavs, with a stronger sense of unity and team chemistry than last season, and having taken care of first-

round business already, are home sleeping. Peacefully, apparently. 

 

 

 

 

  


